
Maths Week 6

Lesson 1 - Name and describe 3D shapes - Activity to 
Upload
Lesson 2 - Guess my shape - Activity to Upload
Lesson 3 - Comparing shapes
Lesson 4 - Mental Maths - To calculate multiplication 
facts (2x 5x 10x)



Lesson 1 - Name and Describe 3D Shapes

In this lesson the children will be naming 3D shapes and 
then describing them using the correct vocabulary. 
We have included a 3D shape properties sheet in the 
pack for reference.

Activity to Upload: Sort the shapes into different sets using the templates 
provided. If you have 3D shapes at home you can use them but if not try to use the 
shapes shown throughout this lesson.
There is a challenge question that you might like your child to try.





Do you recognise these shapes? 
Can you name them?



What is different about these shapes compared to the ones we looked at last week?



This week we are learning about 3D shapes.
When we are describing 3D shapes we say edges instead of sides.

Watch Mr Johnson describe a 
cube below.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Xlq5hmjxFoGkifYiJHGZ1j77sclaqe7w/preview


This is a cylinder. 
It has 2 faces and 1 curved surface. 
It has no vertices.  



Can you describe a shape?
This is a ________ it has _____ faces and ___ curved surfaces.
This is a ________ it has _____ vertices. 



We’re going to see if we can classify some shapes now!
Watch below to see Mr Johnson give an example of this.
You can use shapes from the slides or if you have some at home you can use them too.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1DtPTX0UwsJPNspxhIAaEd9fIJFfXyfsq/preview


Activity to Upload:
Sort the shapes into different sets using the templates provided. If you have 3D shapes at 
home you can use them but if not try to use the shapes shown throughout this lesson.

Vocabulary:
faces     

vertices/vertex    
edges

curved surface 



Challenge: What 2D shapes will I need to make these 3D shapes?



Lesson 2 - Guess My Shape / Shape booklet

In this lesson we start by playing ‘Guess the Shape’ 
before moving on to creating a booklet describing 
shapes for children in Reception to guess.

Activity to upload: Guess my Shape booklet. On one side the children name the 
shape and the other they describe it. A template for this has been provided. 





Guess my shape!

My shape has 6 faces.

It has 8 vertices.

It has 12 edges

Every face is a square shape.



Guess my shape!

My shape has 6 faces.

It has 8 vertices.

It has 12 edges

Every face is a square shape.

Well done!
My shape is a cube.



Guess my shape!

My shape has 5 faces. 

My shape has 5 vertices.

My shape has 8 edges. 

One face is  square and 4 faces are a triangle 
shape. 



Guess my shape!

My shape has 5 faces. 

My shape has 5 vertices.

My shape has 8 edges. 

One face is square and 4 faces are a triangle shape. 

Well done!
My shape is a 
square-based 
pyramid.



Guess my shape!

My shape has 12 edges.

It has 8 vertices.

It has 6 faces.

2 faces are squares and 4 faces are rectangle 
shapes.



Guess my shape!

My shape has 12 edges.

It has 8 vertices.

It has 6 faces.

2 faces are squares and 4 faces are rectangle 
shapes.

Well done!
My shape is a 
cuboid.



Books really help children learn.  

Reception have used this book and now they know 2D shapes.

Our mission today is to create a book that will 
help the Reception children learn about 3D 
shapes.



Activity: Job 1  - Pick a shape and 
name it.

This is a cube.

We have included a 
booklet template for this 
activity. When printed 
double sided it will 
create a small booklet. 

You might want to quiz 
someone at home to see 
if they can figure out the 
shapes!



Job 2 - Describe your shape.

My shape has 6 faces.

It has 8 vertices.

It has 12 edges

Every face is a square shape.

Activity to upload: Guess my Shape 
booklet. On one side the children name 
the shape and the other they describe it. 
A template for this has been provided. 



Lesson 3 - Comparing shapes
In this lesson the children will compare 3D shapes. 
Please encourage them to use the correct vocabulary 
including: vertices, edges, faces. 





I have 5 faces and 5 vertices. 
I have 8 edges?
What shape am I?

Today we are going to be comparing 3D shapes.
To get us warmed up for this we are going to play guess the shape!

I have 1 curved surface.

I have 12 edges. 
2 faces are square.
4 faces are rectangles.
There are 8 vertices.  

Go to the next 
page for the 
answers ->



I have 5 faces and 5 vertices. 
I have 8 edges?
What shape am I?

Today we are going to be comparing 3D shapes.
To get us warmed up for this we are going to play guess the shape!

I have 1 curved surface.

I have 12 edges. 
2 faces are square.
4 faces are rectangles.
There are 8 vertices.  

Triangular prism

Sphere

Cuboid





What is the same about these shapes?
What is different?



Now it is your turn!  
Choose 2 or 3 shapes and explain what is the same and what is different about 
them.
You can decide if you would like to talk about it or write it down.
You could also look back at last weeks maths homework - can you add any more 
similarities and differences?



Lesson 4 - Mental Maths - Calculating Multiplication 
Facts (2x 5x 10x)

Focus:

To calculate multiplication facts (2x 5x 10x)

Teaching Point:

Counting in 2s, 5s and 3s is a precursor to learning times tables.

There are differentiated challenges.  Please choose the one that 
suits your child best or your child may choose to work through 
them from the mildest to the hottest!





2 Times Table Activities!



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:



5 Times Table Activities!



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:



10 Times Table Activities!



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:



Adult Prompt Questions:


